Is this the world we want? Satellites, giant radomes, radar installations watching for military targets everywhere? Cruise missiles, weapons in space, global strike capability from U.S. bases around the globe?

In Britain US National Missile Defence bases (NMD) operate without any Parliamentary accountability, disregarding the security of the British public.

Fylingdales (a NMD radar station) and Menwith Hill (the biggest electronic spy station outside of the US), both in Yorkshire are crucial for the US Administration’s plans for ‘Full Spectrum Dominance’.

NMD puts Europe in the front line and makes the entire world unwilling participants in a new Cold War.

NO to new NMD bases in Poland and the Czech Republic and to space militarization everywhere.

KEEP SPACE FOR PEACE

Global Network Against Weapons & Nuclear Power in Space
www.space4peace.org • (207) 443-9502
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